From the West (Airport and Downtown)
Heading East on I-80 towards Salt Lake City, take the 600 South exit (exit # 310). Follow 600 South approximately two miles to 700 East and turn left. (Note: the second lane to the left is the one which turns into the left turn lane as you approach 700 East.) Proceed for two blocks on 700 East to 400 South and turn right. 400 South will turn into 500 South as the road curves up the hill. Continue for approximately 1.5 miles on 500 South. At the second stoplight past Rice-Eccles stadium turn left on onto Mario Capecchi Drive. At the second light, turn right on Medical Drive North. Wind around through one stop sign and turn right on Medical Drive East (through parking lot) until curve around and head east to 2030 East. Park in the Visitor Parking Structure. HSEB is two buildings west of the Parking Structure.

From the East
Heading west on I-80, take the Foothill Drive exit towards Parleys Way (exit# 129). Proceed on Foothill Drive for approximately 6 miles to Wasatch Drive and turn right. Stay in the right lane to turn onto Mario Capecchi Drive. At the second light, turn right on Medical Drive North. Wind around through one stop sign and turn right on Medical Drive East (through parking lot) until curve around and head east to 2030 East. Park in the Visitor Parking Structure. HSEB is two buildings west of the Parking Structure.

From the North
Heading South on I-15, take the 600 South exit (exit # 310). Follow 600 South approximately two miles to 700 East and turn left. (Note: the second lane to the left is the one which turns into the left turn lane as you approach 700 East.) Proceed for two blocks on 700 East to 400 South and turn right. 400 South will turn into 500 South as the road curves up the hill. Continue for approximately 1.5 miles on 500 South. At the second stop light past Rice-Eccles stadium turn left on onto Mario Capecchi Drive. At the second light, turn right on Medical Drive North. Wind around through one stop sign and turn right on Medical Drive East (through parking lot) until curve around and head east to 2030 East. Park in the Visitor Parking Structure. HSEB is two buildings west of the Parking Structure.

From the South
Heading North on I-15 towards Salt Lake City, merge onto I-80 East (exit# 307). Proceed approximately five miles on I-80 East to the Foothill Drive exit towards Parleys Way (exit# 129). Proceed on Foothill Drive for approximately 6 miles to Wasatch Drive and turn right. Stay in the right lane to turn onto Mario Capecchi Drive. At the second light, turn right on Medical Drive North. Wind around through one stop sign and turn right on Medical Drive East (through parking lot) until curve around and head east to 2030 East. Park in the Visitor Parking Structure. HSEB is two buildings west of the Parking Structure.
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